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Season 36, Episode 241
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12.07.99 - Tuesday



Luke enlists a reluctant Roy in a scheme to hack his way into the phone company's computer records. Trying to do the right thing, Jerry sadly tells Bobbie he's calling off their engagement. Juan volunteers to help L&B find a new home. Carly realizes that Jason is probably with Elizabeth and trails the girl back to her studio. Jax explains to Chloe how he plans to post bond for his brother so Jerry will at least have a few days of freedom before he's sent off to federal prison. Dara summons Stefan and Laura to her office to respond to Helena's allegations about being poisoned by her own son. After Elizabeth departs, Carly slips into the studio but Jason angrily orders her to go away and never come back.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
7 December 1999, 00:00
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